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PEJ Report On Online Community Journalism Sites—Phase II 
 
During the last decade of the twentieth century, online “citizen journalism” emerged as a 
new model for community news coverage.  Also labeled “participatory,” “hyperlocal,” 
and “grassroots” journalism, citizen journalism on the Internet was viewed as a means for 
non-professionals to report on local news, events, and issues, to establish a “re-
connection” of the public to its community.  Thanks to inexpensive, accessible, 
interactive, and multi-media technological capabilities providing large amounts of low-
cost, in-depth information, proponents argued, the gathering and sharing of news could 
be democratized. 
 
This content analysis of 46 randomly selected metropolitan areas found 145 sites that 
qualified as citizen journalism (including both citizen news and citizen blog sites).   For 
comparison purposes, coders examined 187 sites in the 46 markets that were affiliates of 
traditional or “legacy” news media (e.g., newspaper and television sites).  Thirty-one 
other sites were found that offered limited information content, but were neither legacy 
nor citizen sites.  
 
After the three largest metropolitan areas (New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles) were 
removed, 45 of the 46 markets were randomly selected from the 277 Census-defined 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas larger than 50,000 households.  One (Chicago) of the three 
largest metropolitan areas was randomly chosen to include in the study’s “Large Market” 
category.  Small Metro areas (50,000-99,000 households) include 111 Census-identified 
areas; Medium Metro areas (100,000-506,000 households) include 129 Census-identified 
areas; and Large Metro areas (507,000-2.2 million households) include 37 Census-
identified areas.  
 
As anticipated, the larger markets yielded a greater overall number of online news sites 
than did medium markets, and medium markets yielded a greater number than small 
markets.  Larger populations obviously mean more potential citizen journalists and 
citizen journalism sites, in terms of absolute numbers.  In terms of market size, the final 
sample was distributed as follows: 

 
 

Site Type 
Large 

Market 
sites 

(n=191) 

Medium 
Market 

sites 
(n=106) 

Small 
Market 

sites 
(n=66) 

 
Total 
sites 

(n=363) 
     %          %        %  % 
Legacy    44          57                  67  52 
Citizen and Non-commercial 44          39                  32  40 
Other    13            5          1    8 

 
 

The study distinguished between citizen news sites and citizen blog sites.  While both 
were independent of legacy media and featured content produced by non-professional 
staff, blog sites were defined as being dominated by opinion material, with little or no 
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original or staff-produced news content.  Citizen news sites did contain news, and 
sometimes opinion material.   Among the 145 citizen journalism sites located by the 
sample, two-thirds were blog sites and the remaining third were citizen journalism news 
sites.  Citizen blogs were increasingly prevalent as market size increased, and more 
potential “citizen journalists” were in the market. 
 
It is important to note that the number of citizen journalism sites on a per city basis is 
quite small.  In the 15 large markets, there were 5.5 sites per city; in medium markets, 2.7 
sites per city; and in the small markets 1.4 sites per city. When you consider that two-
thirds of these sites are blogs which were mostly opinion, the number of news sites on a 
per city basis is even smaller. 
   
 

 
Citizen Site Type 

Large 
Markets 
(n=83) 

Medium 
Markets 
(n=41) 

Small 
Markets 
(n=21) 

 
Total 

(n=145) 
     %           %        %     % 
Citizen News   34          39       43    37 
Citizen Blogs   66          61       57    63 
 

Despite the technological and democratic promise that proponents said would make 
citizen journalism a dynamic force in communities, the majority of these sites did not 
allow uploading of material by visitors.  Sharing by downloading was fairly widespread.  
However, the sites’ degree of citizen participation and interactivity varied by sponsorship 
(legacy versus citizen).  Use of hyperlinks as permanent features on the home page was 
common but varied across site types.  Presumably offered in order to add context and 
background to posted material, or perhaps seeking to route visitors to sites with similar 
content focus or partisan leanings, these links create complex networks among sites, with 
some sites linking to hundreds of others—both local and non-local.   
 
Citizen journalism sites in general offered fewer opportunities for citizen participation 
and interactivity than did legacy sites, although it is important to note that citizen 
journalism news sites offered more opportunities than did citizen blog sites.  Indeed, in 
some cases the citizen news sites were on a par with or even more participatory than 
legacy news sites. 
 
While display advertising was present on nine of ten legacy site home pages, only 43% of 
citizen sites involved home-page display ads and 9% featured classified advertising.  Six 
of ten legacy sites carried classifieds. 
 
*At the level of individual items, stories, or postings, there were also important 
differences among sites.  Legacy content was dominated by news (89% of items), which 
made up just over half the content on citizen news sites but only about a fourth on blog 
sites.  Citizen news content was more likely local (88%) than legacy sites (78%) or 
citizen blogs’ content (55%).  News on legacy sites was dominated by law enforcement 
and crime reports, while citizen blog items dealt with government, and a plurality of 
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citizen news site items dealt with arts and cultural events.  Legacy site items more often 
featured accompanying visuals.  They were less likely than citizen sites to offer a means 
for visitors to react to the specific item or posting.     
 
*A third of citizen news site content and half of legacy site content was identified as 
being authored by site staff, but site affiliation and authorship could not be determined 
for 65% of citizen blog content.   Blog items were far more likely to quote no sources 
(64%) than were legacy site items (24%) or citizen news site items (28%).  Legacy items 
used greater source variety.  Few legacy site items included within-story links, while 75% 
of citizen news items and citizen blog items included at least one type of link, with 
citizen blogs more likely to have a variety of links, but citizen news items had greater 
numbers of links.  Blog items linked to other blogs, while citizen news site items linked 
to non-media sources’ sites (reference sites, non-profit groups’ sites, local business sites, 
etc.).    
 
The Study 
 
These findings came from Phase II of a project financed by Pew Charitable Trusts and 
the Knight Foundation to content analyze citizen journalism sites. Phase I involved 
exploratory analysis of sites in 15 metropolitan areas, grouped into news sites, which 
included both citizen-run sites and commercial sites not associated with traditional media 
outlets, and citizen blog sites, which included sites run by bloggers and sites run by blog 
aggregators.  During Phase I, sampling techniques and content analysis protocols were 
developed, tested, and refined, for use in coding site-level, site linkage, and news item 
(“story”) data.  The final protocols were used in data collection for Phase II, which 
involved broadening of the study design to include legacy media online news sites. (For 
more detail, see the method section.)   
 
This Phase II report examines characteristics of the 363 online journalism sites from 46 
randomly selected markets, and presents the results in three modules or sections.   The 
first section compares site, policy, and financial/resource support characteristics of citizen 
journalism sites with legacy news sites in the sampled communities; the second compares 
citizen journalism news and blog sites; and the third compares daily news and opinion 
content on citizen journalism (news and blog) and legacy sites.    
 
Section one and section two site comparison criteria include presence of formal site 
policies, site contact information, distribution and participation capability, and resources 
and support for sites, including advertising.  In addition, the report examines how the 
sites vary in terms of the linking practices they use to complement their own content and 
connect to other sites.  Note that these are characteristics of the site, included on or 
accessible from the home page, and presumably change very little from day to day, even 
as the site’s daily content may change.  Section three daily news and opinion content 
comparisons focus on types of items (news or opinion or other), authorship, focus (local 
versus other), topic, use of visual elements, sources, and within-story links to external 
sites.   
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Part One: Comparing Citizen Online Journalism Sites and Legacy Media Online 
Sites 
  

Participation, Downloading, and Networking.  Proponents of citizen journalism 
suggest that, among its many features, the ability of average citizens to contribute to a 
marketplace of ideas is one of its most attractive features. One step in exploring the 
reality of that vision of participatory citizen journalism is to examine the online sites in 
terms of the regular “operational” or policy information on their home pages, information 
(site purpose or mission, legal information, behavior guidelines, and rules about privacy) 
that changes little, if at all, from day to day, even as individual news content or opinion 
items may change, but may constitute the “rules” of the marketplace of ideas.  
 
 Further, the question arises as to how different these citizen journalism sites are 
from online news sites maintained by traditional commercial or “legacy” media.  Are 
these “alternatives” to legacy media—online citizen sites (whether blog or news site)—
offering something not available through online news sites maintained by traditional 
media? 
 
 Participation, Downloading, and Networking.  Briefly, the 187 legacy news sites 
sampled in the 46 markets were more likely to present explicitly all four types of policy 
information (purpose/mission, legal information, behavior, and privacy) than were the 
citizen journalism sites (combining news and blog sites), with one exception (see Table 
1).  Eighty percent of legacy sites and 75% of citizen sites presented an explicit mission 
or purpose statement.  While citizen news sites’ mission statements often feature 
declarations and promises about filling voids in existing coverage, legacy sites are, after 
all, primarily commercial enterprises, and the presence of formal statements about that 
self-evident status is minimally surprising.  On the other hand, these statements may be 
little more than efforts to “brand” the online news operation’s connection to the parent 
company. 
 
 But perhaps because they are the online news arms of longstanding commercial 
and professional media, legacy media online news sites were significantly more likely 
(69% compared to 39%) to provide legal (e.g., copyright) information, restrictions on 
online behavior of those who might contribute to the sites (68% compared to 41% of 
citizen sites), and privacy policies—nearly twice the percentage (75% versus 37%) on 
privacy policy.  Legacy sites’ commercial status may mean they must be more 
accountable to the market. 
 

Of course, this policy information may not always be prominently posted, and 
accessing it may require some site navigation skill.  Moreover, those who are 
apprehensive about the occasional negative consequences of “unfettered speech” may 
wonder if the citizen sites go far enough in proscribing behavior.    
 

Legacy sites provide significantly more contact information than online citizen 
journalism sites, though that extensive level of contact information also serves 
advertisers, public relations firms, news “tipsters,” and, in a number of cases, subscribers, 
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to mention a few who would need to contact legacy online news operations.  Given the 
presumed participatory nature of citizen sites, the lower level of contact information on 
those sites, whether by email, telephone, or U.S. Postal Service, is somewhat striking.  Of 
course, most online citizen sites do not have a physical “newsroom” to be contacted by 
telephone or U.S. Postal Service.  On the other hand, the fact that only one in six citizen  
sites provide a telephone number or street address, calls into question the participatory 
nature of those sites, and, perhaps, their accountability.  One of the basic principles of 
two-way public discourse or debate is that a speaker is identifiable and that a participant 
in that exchange may respond directly.  This is clearly not true with some citizen sites.   
 
 Broadly speaking, legacy media online news sites were similar to online citizen 
journalism sites in terms of the dominant “direction” of how content moved between site 
and citizen, and vice-versa.  That is, both types of sites generally offer more features 
designed to deliver or download content to consumers than they offer features designed 
for citizen use in uploading content.   There are notable exceptions.   Significantly fewer 
legacy sites (75%) offer RSS feeds than do citizen journalism sites (85%), but legacy 
sites are significantly more likely to offer the MP3/iPod (28%) and cell phone (29%) 
feeds that appeal to younger and more technologically savvy citizens.  Three times (79%) 
as many legacy sites as citizen journalism sites (27%) offer third-party email capability 
for directly forwarding site material.  Given what national surveys have shown (Pew 
reported in 2008 that 27% of members of a national survey received an email-forwarded 
news story in the last week, including 12% “today or yesterday”), this represents a 
tremendous advantage in reach for the legacy sites. 
 
 On the other hand, on virtually every measure of citizen upload capability 
(information about community activities, news/feature stories, audio, photos, and video), 
both the legacy and citizen journalism sites are rather limited.  Only one measure 
(community activity news uploading) is offered by a majority of the sites: 57% of legacy 
sites permit uploads of community activity news uploading, compared to a third (37%) of 
citizen journalism.  A third of legacy sites permit photo uploading.  The two types of sites 
are similar in offering upload capability for news/features: 32% of legacy sites permit 
uploads compared to 33% of citizen sites.  Legacy sites were more likely (41% to 25%) 
to allow uploading of letters to the editor. 
 
 Looking at Table 5, however, and differentiating citizen news sites from citizen 
blog sites, the citizen news sites generally perform better than the legacy sites.  On every 
uploading ability, except uploading letters to the editor, more citizen news sites have 
uploading capacities.  This is consistent with their stated desire to provide a voice for 
citizens.   
 
 Legacy sites were significantly more likely (42%) to feature interactive polls or 
surveys than online citizen journalism sites (11%), but less likely (31%) to facilitate 
public forums than were citizen sites (40%).   Citizen news sites were most likely to have 
forums present (47% did).  
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 In terms of home Web page links to external sites, legacy media online news sites 
were far less likely to be linked (Table 2).  One in four (23%) had no external links, and 
while only 38% of legacy sites linked to more than 10 external sites, 69% of citizen 
journalism sites—combining news and blogs—linked to more than 10.   More 
specifically, legacy sites were less likely to link to local sites, with 32% lacking any local 
external link, compared to 19% of citizen sites.  Commercial media—online and 
traditional—often brand themselves as “your news source for Town X” or “the source for 
Town Y,” and linking to other local sites might diminish that exclusivity and take eyes 
off of one’s own page where local display ads live.   
 
 In fact, only 26% of legacy sites offer links to any other legacy news sites, 14% 
offer links to citizen news sites, and 11% offer links to citizen blog sites.  In addition to 
the “exclusivity” perspective, two other factors merit mention.   

 
It is conventional wisdom among citizen journalists—and particularly in the 

blogging community—that credibility accrues by networking or linking to other citizen 
journalism sites; the more one is linked by others’ sites, the more visitors one may claim.  
And while citizen journalists (news and blogs) sometimes present their services as 
alternative to the mainstream, many traditional news organizations dismiss citizen 
journalism sites as unprofessional and bloggers as non-journalists.  On the other hand, the 
citizen news and blog sites can be said to be somewhat dependent on news stories from 
legacy sites.  26% of citizen news sites and 30% of citizen blog sites linked to 1-10 
legacy sites.   Indeed, citizen sites link to legacy sites (29%) much more than legacy sites 
link to citizen sites (14%) (See Table 5.) 
 
 Support.  Not surprisingly, legacy media online news sites were significantly 
more likely (94%) than citizen sites (43%) to have display ads on the home page, and 
significantly more likely (60%) than citizen sites (9%) to have classified ads present.  
 
 Many of the questions relevant to discussion of additional sources of support for 
citizen sites (e.g., organizational support, individuals volunteering time or money) do not 
apply to legacy sites.  However, one—sites selling products related to the site—is 
comparable.  Forty-eight percent of legacy sites, compared to 6% of citizen sites, do offer 
such sales.  The difference in percentages is significantly different.  
 
Part Two: Citizen Online Journalism Sites 
 
 While the differences between legacy online sites and online citizen sites detailed 
above are themselves rather marked, a slightly different picture emerges when online 
citizen news sites are differentiated from citizen blogs.  Recall that blogs were 
operationally defined as being entirely opinion material.  Citizen news sites might include 
some opinion material, but were primarily news sites. 
 
 In brief, citizen news sites were more like legacy sites than like blogs. 
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 Participation, Downloading, and Networking.  This study shows that visitors to 
citizen journalism sites encounter varying levels of “formal” site policy, depending on 
whether they visit a news site or a blog site (see Table 3).  These explicit statements of 
policy may have to be accessed through a “Frequently Asked Questions” or “About Us” 
link, but nine of ten citizen journalism news sites studied do offer a formal mission 
statement about what they hope to achieve.  By contrast, only two-thirds of citizen blog 
sites provide an explicit statement of purpose. 

 
That difference in approach is similar when it comes to explicit statements of 

what cannot be done on the sites: a majority of citizen news sites but only a third of 
citizen blog sites offer legal guidelines on ownership and copyright of posted material, 
and half the news sites list explicit instructions on what kinds of online behavior are 
prohibited and how or whether the privacy of those who post is protected.  Again, this 
information may not always be prominently posted, and accessing it may require some 
site navigation skill.  Moreover, those who are apprehensive about the occasional 
negative consequences of “unfettered speech” may wonder if these citizen sites go far 
enough in proscribing behavior.   In fact, comparable data on online legacy sites, 
discussed above, show that more of those sites have explicit behavior policies (nearly 
70%) and privacy policies (75%).  
 

The citizen news sites, similarly, were significantly more likely to provide contact 
information, whether by email, telephone, or U.S. Postal Service, than were blog sites. 
The fact that a quarter of the citizen  blog sites do not provide even an email contact, and 
less than a tenth could be contacted by telephone or at a particular street address, calls 
into question their accountability.  One of the basic principles of two-way public 
discourse or debate is that a participant in that exchange may respond directly.  This is 
clearly not true with many citizen blogs.   
 

Moreover, despite the technological and democratic promise that proponents said 
would make citizen journalism a dynamic force in communities, the majority of these 
online sites, taken as a whole, also did not allow uploading of material by visitors, 
whether traditional text information or digital audio or visual material.  But when the two 
types of citizen sites are compared on upload capabilities, it becomes even clearer just 
how “one-way” and far from participatory some blog sites are: only 17% of blogs allow 
uploading of community information (compared to 70% of citizen news sites), and only 
16% allow uploading of news/features and “letters to the editor” (compared to 40% of 
citizen news sites).   

 
Citizen news sites, however, were far more welcoming, allowing significantly 

more upload opportunities (ranging from “bulletin-board”- type information about 
community activities, to news/feature stories, letters, audio, photo, and video) than blog 
sites.  Still, traditionalists may wonder about the fact that only 40% of citizen news sites 
permit citizen “letters to the editor,” traditionally a hallmark of community journalism. 

 
Two other measures of social interaction or participation were also explored: 

interactive surveys or polls and site-sponsored public forums.  Online citizen news sites 
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were more likely (47%) to encourage and provide reader forums than were blog sites 
(36%), but the sampled blog sites were slightly more likely to carry polls or surveys (12% 
versus 9%).  These are not reports of surveys or polls from press releases or pollsters or 
other media news stories, but actual interactive polls that permit visitors to weigh in and 
have their position or preference recorded and reported.  Exploratory Phase I data had 
shown similar prevalence of polls or surveys (11%), but the overall 40% prevalence of 
online forums in Phase II represents an increase from Phase I’s 12% of sampled sites. 

 
These measures of potential citizen involvement—contacting the site, uploading 

content, or weighing in on polls or public forums—represent only three dimensions of 
participation, albeit ones that require a level of “activity” on the part of visitors. 

  
On the other hand, sharing by downloading was fairly widespread, with RSS 

(“Really Simple Syndication”) feeds the dominant mode, particularly on blog sites.   
Once a citizen computer links to a news or blog site’s RSS feed, downloading becomes 
easy and, relatively speaking, more “passive” than participatory.   

 
The presence of RSS feeds on 85% of the 145 online citizen journalism sites 

represents a sizeable increase over the prevalence of RSS feeds (52%) among the 64 sites 
examined six months earlier in the Phase I portion of this research.  Notably, direct-to-
cellphone and MP3/iPod download capabilities were very scarce among citizen 
journalism sites (15% of news sites and 5% of blogs).  The ability to share content 
laterally with others (by emailing content from the site to a third party) was present at 
27% of sites, also an increase from Phase I (11%). 

 
Thus far, the data have described the nature of community participation and 

involvement on citizen news and blog sites in terms of contact, uploads, and downloads.  
However, one of the strengths of the Web is the ability of any single site to serve as a 
“hub” or “node” linking with other sites or hubs, opening a nearly infinite set of 
connections for site visitors.  Some citizen journalism sites in this study linked to 
hundreds of other sites, and only 10% of sites had no external links of any type.  
 

The presence of citizen journalism site home-page hyperlinks to external sites, 
presumably to add context and background to posted material, or to connect or network 
with other “like-minded” sites, was fairly common (see Table 4).  The plurality of both 
citizen news sites and blog sites  had from 11 to 30 home-page links, though nearly 20% 
of news sites linked to more than 100 external sites.   In fact, 30% of news site home 
pages had more than 50 links, compared to 24% of blog sites.  
 
 The “geographic” location of linked-to external sites also differed for the two 
types of citizen sites, with a significantly larger proportion of the blogs (87%) linking to 
local sites; only 70% of citizen news sites had local links.   Citizen news and blog sites 
were both more likely to link to or network with other citizen news sites and citizen blog 
sites than they were to link to commercial or legacy sites (only 28% of citizen news sites 
and 33% of blog sites linked with legacy sites).  But while a majority of citizen news sites 
(52%) provided links to 1 or more citizen blog sites, only 39% of citizen blog sites 
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returned the favor and provided links to 1 or more citizen news sites.  Instead, 
significantly more (80%) of the blog sites were networked with other blog sites.   
 
 Support.  Display advertising was more prominent on the citizen news sites, with 
over half of the sites featuring ads on the home page (compared to a third of blog sites), 
and one in five news sites also offered classified advertising, which was virtually absent 
among the blog sites.   Put another way, two-thirds of citizen blog sites had no 
advertising support at all. 

 
Consistent with the idealized “we the media,” “volunteer spirit” of citizen 

journalism, citizen news sites were more likely to mention or acknowledge individual 
citizens’ financial support and volunteer service on the site than were blog sites.  In fact, 
explicit mention of organization support for the citizen news site, individual donors’ 
support, and volunteer labor were significantly more likely among the news sites.  
Another form of support—sales of site-related products like shirts or coffee mugs—was 
rare, but the final form of support—connection to a national network—was present on 
four of ten news sites and a third of blog sites.  

 
Summary of Part One and Part Two Site Characteristics 
 Tables 5 and 6 bring together the data presented in Tables 1 through 4, making 
possible quick comparisons of legacy media news sites with online citizen sites, both 
citizen news and citizen blogs.  Recall that citizen news (n=53) and citizen blog (n=92) 
collectively constitute citizen/non-commercial sites (n=145).  

 
*Part Three: Comparing Daily Content of Legacy, Citizen News, and Citizen Blog 
Sites 

 
As discussed above, there are numerous differences in the site characteristics of 

online news sites maintained by traditional or legacy media and those maintained by 
citizen or volunteer groups.  Many reflect differences in resources, of course, and others 
are consistent with differences in the general profit orientation (or lack thereof) for the 
sampled sites. 

  
At the content level (i.e., individual items, stories, or postings) there were also 

important differences between legacy and citizen sites, and within the latter group, 
between citizen news sites and citizen blog sites.  This section’s data and analysis focus is 
on the content level, and uses a sample of 282 content units for most of the analyses.  As 
described in the method section below, these 282 units are a subset of items posted on the 
“front page” of the study’s 363 sample sites, and represent the different days of the week.  
Using a constructed week (one randomly selected Monday, one randomly selected 
Tuesday, etc.) with each site randomly assigned to two of the dates, coders identified the 
top item posted on the site, provided it was “fresh” or posted on the date of data capture. 

 
As can be seen, the number of stories analyzed for the citizen sites dropped 

greatly (from 145 sites to only 80 stories).  This was because there were far fewer story 
posts on the day of the downloading for the citizen sites than for the legacy sites.    
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For items posted on the date of data capture, the coders recorded data on a number 

of variables reflecting the nature of the item (news, opinion, or “specialty” item, such as a 
calendar, announcement of a “haunted house,” etc.) and its topical scope (local vs. non-
local) and type (government, schools, law enforcement and crime, etc.); authorship and 
affiliation with the site; numbers and types of sources quoted; accompanying visuals; and 
presence of visitor interactivity processes.    

 
For all items or postings at least five sentences or 50 words long, coders also 

followed embedded links to the linked sites in order to characterize the complementary or 
contextual information provided for the story. 

 
Unlike the earlier site analysis, Tables 7 and 8 bring together the citizen news and 

citizen blog content data with legacy site content data.  Recall that “citizen/volunteer” 
data comprise the citizen news and citizen blog data in the same table. 

 
Table 7 shows that legacy site content was dominated by news (89% of items), 

which constituted just over half (56%) of citizen news content, but represented only about 
a fourth (27%) of sampled blog content.  Recall that blogs lacked original news reporting; 
blog news content was taken from other sources.  The “bulletin board” function served by 
many citizen sites is also apparent in the data, where 28% of citizen news items and 26% 
of citizen blog items were local or neighborhood calendar-style postings.  
 

Legacy site content was primarily local (78%) in topical scope with one in five 
items having a non-local orientation, but citizen news site content was even more locally 
focused (88%), while 35% of citizen blog content was national and international in its 
orientation; only 55% was local.  Many blog sites link to or reproduce news stories from 
other media sites, including many dealing with national and international affairs, in order 
to provide a focus for the local blogger participants.  

 
Table 7 also provides data on topic types.  A caveat: many cells in the table 

include limited numbers of items, and the number of cases in the citizen news column is 
particularly small.  Rather than collapse those cells into more robust categories, however, 
the original categories are used in order to suggest important differences in the news and 
opinion content of the different types of sites.  The plurality (40%) of legacy items dealt 
with law enforcement, crime reports, trial proceedings, etc., while 40% of citizen blog 
items dealt with government, and a third (33%) of citizen news site items dealt with 
reports on concerts, festivals, and other arts and cultural events. 
 

The topical focus on crime and law enforcement reflected in the legacy site data is 
hardly surprising.  The police and crime beat is one of the oldest traditions of local 
journalism; it is of course also a rather inexpensive type of news.  Among the three types 
of sites, legacy site content was the most likely to be authored by a site staffer (49%), 
compared to 32% site staff authorship for citizen news sites and 27% for citizen blog 
sites.  It’s not clear, however, whether other site content, particularly on the citizen sites, 
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was authored by citizens or volunteers: 52% of citizen news site content lacked clear 
identification of authorship, as did 65% of citizen blog content. 
 

In terms of one reporting convention—story sourcing—citizen news sites were 
more like legacy news sites than they were like citizen blogs.  For example, 24% of 
legacy site items lacked any identifiable and accountable source, while 28% of citizen 
news site items quoted no sources.  By contrast, 64% of citizen blog site items lacked 
sources; recall that half of the sampled blog items are opinion items.  

 
On the other hand, legacy site items were more likely to have greater numbers of 

sources of all types, and were more likely to have a broad range or variety of human 
sources within an individual story: 61% of legacy items quoted more than one type of 
human source (specific government sources, experts, businesspersons, interest group 
sources, ordinary citizens, etc.), compared to the 44% of citizen news site items that used 
an array of human sources and the 22% of blog site items using more than one type of 
human source.   

 
Generally speaking, citizen blog items were more likely (86% of items) to quote 

organizations (the government, the Environmental Protection Agency, the board of 
directors of a company, etc.) than were citizen news site items (48%) or legacy site items 
(71%).  The three types of sites were fairly similar in their non-use (85% to 89%) of 
documents as sources (e.g., releases, statements, scientific reports, public records, 
databases, laws and regulations), despite the widespread online availability of so many of 
these and the relatively low cost of their use. 

 
Items from all three types of sites were also coded for the presence of 

accompanying audio, video, and multi-media materials.  For all three types of sites’ 
items, the dominant format was text alone: 58% of all items were standalone text.  
Another 38% of items involved some sort of visual or multi-media materials.  Nearly half 
the legacy site items (45%) involved some visual elements, while such treatments were 
present with only a third (36%) of citizen news items and a fifth of citizen blog items. 

 
While sections one and two of this report characterized differences in site 

interactivity, Table 7 data also include the presence, within an individual item/posting, of 
some sort of visitor response, typically a hot link to a “comment” screen near the item 
headline or footer.  Both online citizen items were more likely than legacy sites to offer 
or allow such comments: 88% of citizen news site items, 89% of citizen blog site items, 
and 59% of legacy news site items invited such comments   
 

As in the earlier analyses, items (if longer than fifty words or five sentences) were 
also coded for the number and type of links that were included in the items to carry 
visitors to other information.  Broadly speaking, 90% of all the items in the sample had 
no links to any internal (on-site) material and 74% of all the items had no links to 
external materials.   Recall, though, that these individual items were posted on sites 
which may have linked to as many as a hundred other sites (as shown previously in Table 
4). 
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Table 8 provides data on links in content items.  As might be expected from the 

general lack of links noted above, the numbers are small, but there are some differences 
between legacy and citizen sites.  Legacy site items included fewer links overall, and 
fewer different types of links within the items (12% of items with at least one type of 
link), while 75% of citizen news items and citizen blog items included at least one type of 
link, and citizen blogs were more likely to link to have a larger variety of links.  Citizen 
news items tended to have more numerous links, though.  Blogs were more likely to link 
to other blogs, while citizen news site items tended to link to non-media sources’ sites 
(reference sites, non-profit groups’ sites, local business sites, etc.).       
 

Methodology  
 
This report describes a portion of the work on Phase II of a project funded by the Pew 
and Knight foundations in order to examine the nature of online journalism, including 
citizen journalism news sites, citizen journalism blog sites, and legacy sites, online media 
sites maintained by traditional commercial media.  The primary goal of Phase II was to 
explore these three types of online citizen journalism activities in a representative sample 
of 46 markets from across the United States, using a coding protocol developed and 
refined in a Phase I study of 15 metropolitan markets. The Phase II process involved 
three sampling steps: the selection of 45 metropolitan media markets for study; 
identification of online citizen and legacy journalism sites in those markets; and use of a 
two-stage content analysis protocol to study three different aspects of online citizen 
journalism. The first protocol stage addressed procedures for coding the sampled sites for 
a variety of presentation, linkage, financial support, and citizen participation or 
involvement characteristics. The second stage addressed procedures for coding links 
within stories on sampled sites in terms of where they send visitors, along with coding the 
actual content of postings and stories on the sites in terms of their authorship, focus, 
topic, sources, and use of within-story links. 
 
The following section will address the sampling steps and the reliability of the protocol. 
 
Market Sample 
 
The 46 markets used in this study were randomly collected from three sizes (large, 
medium and small) of the 280 Census-defined Metropolitan Statistical Areas defined in 
the 2000 Census. No markets smaller than 50,000 households were selected, and 
Chicago, one of the three largest metropolitan areas was included.  Here are the 
delineations of the three sizes of markets. 
 
Large metro areas – 507,000 to 2.2 million households – 37 Census-identified areas – 
15selected for the sample 
 
Medium metro areas – 100,000 to 506,000 households – 129 Census-identified areas – 15 
selected for sample 
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Small metro area – 50,000 to 99,000 households – 111 Census-identified areas – 15 
selected for sample 
 
To qualify for inclusion, each market had to have at least one site meeting the definition 
of “citizen journalism” (see below).  
 
However, to make sure that the primary Phase II goal was met through exploration of the 
variety of content from different types of sites from a range of markets, all three sizes of 
markets were used for sampling. The 15 markets in each size category were selected from 
a randomly selected sample of 30 sites in each category.  That is, because random 
selection could yield metro areas lacking citizen journalism sites, an initial list of metro 
areas was randomly generated and ordered from 1 to 30 for each of the large, medium 
and small metro areas categories. Starting at 1, each metro area on each list was 
examined for citizen journalism sites. If one or more was found, that metro area was 
included in the sample. This process continued until 15 markets were selected for each 
market size. 
 
Finding Citizen Journalism Web Sites in Each Market 
 
Determination of whether a market had one or more citizen journalism sites and the 
identification of a list of sites in each market involved using three sources that have lists of 
citizen journalism cites. These were Placeblogger (http://www.placeblogger.com/), Knight 
Citizen News Network (http://www.kcnn.org/), and Cyperjournalism.net 
(http://www.cyberjournalist.net).  
 
The definition used to determine site inclusion or exclusion is described below. 
 
Citizen Journalism 
 
 Several elements make up the operational definition of citizen journalism sites: 
 

1. Local service or region definition:  the site must identify some specific geographic 
area it serves.  Such information may be found on a home page banner, in a 
mission statement, or in a FAQ section, or through some other means of self-
identification on the site. 

 
2. Citizen Participation:  The site must indicate that a significant portion of content 

is provided by volunteers or community members, not professional journalists.  
Such information may also be found on site locations that provide details about 
the geographic area served. 

 
3. Journalism content:  At least some of the news and opinion provided must focus 

on the local geographic area rather than broader national or world areas.   
 

4. Origination:  At least some of the material on the site must be originally produced 
for the site by citizens who participate.  The site may also qualify for inclusion if 

http://www.placeblogger.com/�
http://www.kcnn.org/�
http://www.cyberjournalist.net/�
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citizens are aggregating material found in other places that is of relevance and 
importance to the audience the site serves. 

 
The goal was for the initial list of sites for each market to be as inclusive as possible, but some 
sites were later eliminated as content was examined in more detail. For example, many of the 
blogs turned out to be about hobbies, personal experiences or other topics that did not qualify as 
journalism and were dropped. Because sites that were primarily news were scarcer than blogs, as 
the study proceeded any news sites that were identified were included.  
 
Legacy sites sample 
 
 For each city, an intentional sample of legacy sites was drawn.  There were two daily 
newspapers, one weekly or suburban newspaper, one tv and one radio news site sampled. 
Of course, not all cities had this number of legacy sites. 
 
Coding categories 
 A codebook was prepared for the preliminary study of 15 sites.  It was updated slightly 
for the larger sample of 46 cities.  A copy of the codebook is available from the researchers.   
 
Coders and reliabilities 
 
 Five adult coders coded all of the site variables and three coders coded the news story 
variables.  There were two supervisors who oversaw all coding and reliability determination. 
 For the site coding, 35 sites were sampled and coded by all three coders.  The sites 
included: 
Chicago 3 sites 
Large 16 sites 
Medium 10 sites 
Small 6 sites 
 
 Agreement for all of the site variables was 72% or higher. Two equaled 72%, 
three were between 77% and 79%, four were between 83% and 85%, twelve equaled 
86%, five were between 87% and 89%, and the rest were 90% or greater. The three 
coders then coded 365 site-level postings, after achieving an overall reliability of 91.45%. 
The Scott’s Pi formula was used in the calculation.   
 
 The two variables that equaled 72% were variable SLV6 “neighborhood news 
site), and SLV18 “Does the website provide information on how the site can be contacted 
by email.”  
 
 
For the story content reliability measures, the following stories were sampled: 
 
Chicago 1 posted story 
Large Metro 12 posts 
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Medium Metro 9 posts 
Small metro 6 posts 
 
Agreement for all of the 83 story variables was 67% or higher. One equaled 67%, two 
were between 70% and 75%, four were between 76% and 80%, three were between 81% 
and 85%, and the rest were greater than 95%. The five coders then coded 707 story 
content postings, after achieving an overall reliability of 94.5%. Scott’s Pi formula was 
used in the calculation.   
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Table 1 
Comparison of Web Site Characteristics by Legacy, Citizen/Non-commercial or Other 

(Percentages of Sites with Characteristic) 
 
 

Characteristic 

 
 

Legacy 
(n=187) 

 
Citizen/non-
commercial 

(n=145) 

 
 

Other 
(n=31) 

 
 

Total 
(n=363) 

     
Site information     
   Provides purpose/mission of site 80 75 87 79 
   Provides legal information about site 69a 39a,c 65c 57 
   Provides information about behavior  68a 41a,c 65c 57 
   Statement of privacy policy 75a 37a,c 71c 60 
     
Site contact     
   Email contact provided 98a 80a,c 94c 90 
   Phone number provided 88a,b 16a 29b 54 
   Address provided 81a,b 16a 32b 51 
     
Distribution systems     
   RSS feed on the site 75a,b 85a 94b 81 
   MP3/iPod feed available 28a,b 9a 7b 19 
   Content delivered to cell phone 29a 3a,c 19c 18 
   Able to email individual stories to a 
third party 

79a 27a,c 81c 58 

     
Social interaction     
   Polls or surveys present 42b,a 11a 16b 27 
   Forums present 31 40 48 36 
     
Ad support     
   One or more ads on home page 94a,b 43a,c 77b,c 73 
   Classified ads present 60a,b 9a 10b 35 
     
Citizen uploading ability     
   Ability to upload information about 
community activities 

57a,b 37a 36b 47 

   Ability to upload news/feature stories 32 33 36 33 
   Ability to upload “letters to the editor” 41a 25a 42 35 
   Ability to upload audio 4a 11a 10 7 
   Ability to upload photographs 34a 22a 23 28 
   Ability to upload video 12 13 7 12 
     

Ns as noted below %(n) 
Resources & support      
   Organization support 33(3) 11(145) 42(31) 17(179) 
   Individual financial support 80(5) a, b 28(145)a 26(31)b 29(181) 
   Individual volunteer time 50(4) 32(145)c 13(31)c 29(180) 
   Products sold on site 48(187)a 6(145)a, c 39(31)c 31(363) 
   Connected with national network 0(2)a, b 36(145)a, c 68(31)b, c 41(178) 
a-c Common superscripts indicate percentages significantly different by the z-test for proportions, p<.05 
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Table 2 

Comparison of Website Links by Legacy, Citizen and Non-commercial or Other 
(Percentages of Sites with Types of links) 

 
 
 

Characteristic 

 
 

Legacy 
(n=187) 

Citizen and 
non-

commercial 
(n=145) 

 
 

Other 
(n=31) 

 
 

Total 
(n=363) 

Total external links     
   Zero links 23 10 32 19 
   1 to 5 links 16 8 0 12 
   6 to 10 links 23 13 13 18 
   11 to 30 links 31 30 26 30 
   31 to 50 links 5 12 16 9 
   51 to 100 links 1 15 7 7 
   101 or more links 1 12 7 6 
    X2 (12, N=363) = 67.986, p=.000 
Local sites     
   No local site external links 32 19 42 28 
   1 to 10 local external sites 58 41 45 50 
   11 or more local external sites 10 39 13 22 
 X2 (4, N=363) = 44.579, p=.000 
Commercial legacy news sites     
   No commercial legacy site links 74 69 81 73 
   1 to 10 commercial legacy site links 26 29 19 26 
   11 or more commercial legacy site links 0 2 0 1 
 X2 (4, N=363) = 6.106, p=.191 
Citizen news sites     
   No citizen news site links 86 59 58 73 
   1 to 10 citizen news site links 14 35 36 24 
   11 or more citizen news site links 0 7 7 3 
 X2 (4, N=363) = 38.552, p=.000 
Citizen blog or aggregation site     
   No citizen blog or aggregation site links 89 30 52 62 
   1 to 10 citizen blog or aggregate site 
links 

9 35 36 21 

   11 or more citizen blog or aggregate 
site links 

3 36 13 17 

 X2 (4, N=363) = 1.296, p=.000 
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Table 3 
Comparison of Web Site Characteristics by Citizen News and Citizen Blogs 

(Percentages of Sites with Characteristic) 
 

Characteristic Citizen 
News 
(n=53) 

Citizen 
Blogs 
(n=92) 

 
Total 

(n=145) 
Site information    
   Provides purpose/mission of site 91a 65a 75 
   Provides legal information about site 51a 32a 39 
   Provides information about behavior  49 36 41 
   Statement of privacy policy 49a 30a 37 
    
Site contact    
   Email contact provided 91a 74a 80 
   Phone number provided 28a 9a 16 
   Address provided 32a 7a 16 
    
Distribution systems    
   RSS feed on the site 77 89 85 
   MP3/iPod feed available 15 5 9 
   Content delivered to cell phone 6 2 3 
   Able to email individual stories to a third party 30 25 27 
    
Social interaction    
   Polls or surveys present 9 12 11 
   Forums present 47 36 40 
    
Ad support    
   One or more ads on home page 53 38 43 
   Classified ads present 21a 2a 9 
    
Citizen uploading ability    
   Ability to upload information about 
community activities 

70a 17a 37 

   Ability to upload news/feature stories 62a 16a 33 
   Ability to upload “letters to the editor” 40a 16a 25 
   Ability to upload audio 28a 1a 11 
   Ability to upload photographs 45a 9a 22 
   Ability to upload video 34a 1a 13 
    

Ns as noted below %(n) 
Resources & support     
   Organization support 19(53)a 7(92)a 11(145) 
   Individual financial support 51(53)a 14(92)a 28(145) 
   Individual volunteer time 62(53)a 15(92)a 32(145) 
   Products sold on site 8(53) 5(92) 6(145) 
   Connected with national network 40(53) 34(92) 36(145) 
a  Common superscripts indicate percentages significantly different by the z-test for proportions, 
p<.05 
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Table 4 
Comparison of Website Links by Citizen News and Citizen Blogs  

(Percentages of Sites with Types of Links) 
 

 
Characteristic 

Citizen 
News 
(n=53) 

Citizen 
Blogs 
(n=92) 

 
Total 

(n=145) 
Total external links    
   Zero links 11 9 10 
   1 to 5 links 11 7 8 
   6 to 10 links 11 14 13 
   11 to 30 links 26 33 30 
   31 to 50 links 9 14 12 
   51 to 100 links 11 16 15 
   101 or more links 19 8 12 
 X2 (6, N=145) = 6.614, p=.358 
Local sites    
   No local site external links 30 13 19 
   1 to 10 local external sites 38 44 41 
   11 or more local external sites 32 44 39 
 X2 (2, N=145) = 6.499, p=.039 
Commercial legacy news sites    
   No commercial legacy site links 72 67 69 
   1 to 10 commercial legacy site links 26 30 29 
   11 or more commercial legacy site links 2 2 2 
 X2 (2, N=145) = .291, p=.864 
Citizen news sites    
   No citizen news site links 55 61 59 
   1 to 10 citizen news site links 30 37 35 
   11 or more citizen news site links 15 2 7 
 X2 (2, N=145) = 8.804, p=.012 
Citizen blog or aggregation site    
   No citizen blog or aggregation site links 47 20 30 
   1 to 10 citizen blog or aggregate site links 26 39 35 
   11 or more citizen blog or aggregate site 
links 

26 41 36 

 X2 (2, N=145) = 12.296, p=.002 
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 Table 5  
Web Site Characteristics by Legacy, Citizen and Non-commercial, and Type of Citizen Site 

(Percentages of Sites with Characteristic) 
 
 

Characteristic 

 
 

Legacy 
(n=187) 

 
Citizen/non-
commercial 

(n=145) 

 
Citizen 
News 
(n=53) 

 
Citizen  
Blog 

(n=92) 
     
Site information     
   Provides purpose/mission of site 80 75 91 65 
   Provides legal information about site 69 39 51 32 
   Provides information about behavior  68 41 49 36 
   Statement of privacy policy 75 37 49 30 
     
Site contact     
   Email contact provided 98 80 91 74 
   Phone number provided 88 16 28   9 
   Address provided 81 16 32  7 
     
Distribution systems     
   RSS feed on the site 75 85 77 89 
   MP3/iPod feed available 28   9 15  5 
   Content delivered to cell phone 29   3  6  2 
   Able to email individual stories to a 
third party 

79 27 30 25 

     
Social interaction     
   Polls or surveys present 42 11  9 12 
   Forums present 31 40 47 36 
     
Ad support     
   One or more ads on home page 94 43 53 38 
   Classified ads present 60 9 21   2 
     
Citizen uploading ability     
   Ability to upload information about 
community activities 

57 37 70 17 

   Ability to upload news/feature stories 32 33 62 16 
   Ability to upload “letters to the editor” 41 25 40 16 
   Ability to upload audio 4 11 28    1 
   Ability to upload photographs 34 22 45    9 
   Ability to upload video 12 13 34     1 
     

Ns as noted below %(n) 
Resources & support      
   Organization support 33(3) 11(145) 19(53) 7(92) 
   Individual financial support 80(5)  28(145) 51(53) 14(92) 
   Individual volunteer time 50(4) 32(145) 62(53) 15(92) 
   Products sold on site 48(187) 6(145) 6(53) 5(92) 
   Connected with national network 0(2) 36(145) 40(31) 34(92) 
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Table 6 
Website Links by Legacy, Citizen and Non-commercial and Type of Citizen Site 

(Percentages of Sites with Types of links) 
 

 
 

Characteristic 

 
 

Legacy 
(n=187) 

 
Citizen/non-
commercial 

(n=145) 

 
Citizen 
News 
(n=53) 

 
Citizen  
Blog 

(n=92) 
Total external links     
   Zero links 23 10 11 9 
   1 to 5 links 16 8 11 7 
   6 to 10 links 23 13 11 14 
   11 to 30 links 31 30 26 33 
   31 to 50 links 5 12 9 14 
   51 to 100 links 1 15 11 16 
   101 or more links 1 12 19 8 
     
Local sites     
   No local site external links 32 19 30 13 
   1 to 10 local external sites 58 41 38 44 
   11 or more local external sites 10 39 32 44 
  
Commercial legacy news sites     
   No commercial legacy site links 74 69 72 67 
   1 to 10 commercial legacy site links 26 29 26 30 
   11 or more commercial legacy site 
links 

0 2 2 2 

  
Citizen news sites     
   No citizen news site links 86 59 55 61 
   1 to 10 citizen news site links 14 35 30 37 
   11 or more citizen news site links 0 7 15 2 
  
Citizen blog or aggregation site     
   No citizen blog or aggregation site 
links 

89 30 47 20 

   1 to 10 citizen blog or aggregate site 
links 

9 35 26 39 

   11 or more citizen blog or aggregate 
site links 

3 36 26 41 
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Table 7 
Comparison of Characteristics in Stories by Sponsor 

(Percentages of Stories with Characteristic) 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
Legacy  

Citizen & 
volunteer 

Citizen 
News 

Citizen 
Blog 

Type of story (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   News 89 36 56 27 
   Opinion 8 38 16 47 
   Specialty 3 26 28 26 
  
     
Type of author (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   No author 28 10 16 7 
   Works for site 49 29 32 27 
   Works for another site 8 10 16 7 
   Association not identified 14 51 36 58 
  
     
Topic (scope) (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   N/A or could not be determined 2 5 0 7 
   Local 78 65 88 55 
   State 4 3 0 4 
   National 12 24 8 31 
   International/Global 4 4 4 4 
  
     
Topic (type) (n=173) (n=66) (n=21) (n=45) 
   Government 9 30 10 40 
   Schools and education 5 6 10 4 
   Law enforcement, crime, trials, 
policy, etc. 

40 5 10 2 

  Environmental issues, pollution, 
warming, energy, etc. 

5 5 5 4 

  Recreation 2 6 5 3 
  Community growth and sprawl 4 2 0 3 
  Economic development, contraction, 
etc. 

6 0 0 0 

  Religious news 1 2 0 2 
  Healthcare 2 3 5 2 
  Political activities other than 
government actions 

4 9 5 11 

  Public figures other than government 
officials 

1 2 0 2 

  Arts and culture, including concerts, 
festivals, etc. 

3 14 33 4 
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  City planning, urban infrastructure 
issues 

1 3 5 2 

  Disasters, including fires, floods, 
earthquakes, etc. 

10 3 5 2 

  Other topics not covered above 8 12 10 13 
  
     
Number of types of human source (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   0 39 71 56 78 
   1 24 18 16 18 
   More than 1 37 11 28 4 
  
     
Number of types of organizational 
source 

(n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 

   0 71 74 48 86 
   1 26 24 48 13 
   2 3 1 4 0 
   3 0 1 0 2 
  
     
Number of types of document source (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   0 85 89 88 89 
   1 13 9 4 10 
   2 2 1 4 0 
   3 0 1 4 0 
  
     
Total number of sources all types (n=180) (n=80) (n=25) (n=55) 
   0 24 53 28 64 
   1 27 26 36 22 
   2 13 9 8 9 
   3 11 1 4 0 
   4 7 1 4 0 
   5 or more 17 10 20 6 
     
     
Other featuresa-c Ns as noted below %(n) 
   Visuals present 45(180)a 26(80)a 36(25) 22(55) 
   Response process present 59(180)a 89(80)a 88(25) 89(55) 
     
a Common superscripts indicate percentages significantly different by the z-test for 
proportions, p<.05 
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Table 8 
Comparison of Characteristics in Stories by Sponsor 

(Percentages of Stories with Characteristic) 
 

 
Characteristic 

 
Legacy 

Citizen & 
volunteer 

Citizen 
News 

Citizen 
Blogs 

Total number of types of links (n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 
   0 88 25 25 25 
   1 2 3 5 2 
   2 6 53 55 52 
   3 or more 4 19 15 21 
  
      
Total links to news or blogs (n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 
   0 94 58 50 82 
   1 6 34 20 14 
   2 0 5 25 3 
   3 0 2 5 0.8 
   4 0 2 0 0.4 
  
     
Total links with any citizen sites or 
blogs 

(n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 

   0 99 83 90 80 
   1 1 17 10 20 
     
  
     
Total links with any non citizen media 
types 

(n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 

   0 96 72 90 64 
   1 5 22 5 30 
   2 0 6 5 7 
  
     
Total links with any non media types (n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 
   0 95 61 40 71 
   1 3 34 50 27 
   2 2 3 5 2 
   5 0 2 5         0 
  
     
Total number of links of all types (n=177) (n=64) (n=20) (n=44) 
   0 88 25 25 25 
   1 to 5 7 56 45 61 
   More than 5 5 19 30 14 
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